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Introduction 
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In ASDEX, ICRH /1/ and LHH or LHCD /2/ have been applied separately to NI 
preheated plasmas in the L regime (H0 -. D+, energy EB). The coupling of these 
waves to beam ions (~) have been studied with charge exchange diagnostics. 
Possible synergetic effects are discussed in /3/ . Shots were made with 
EB • 29 keV and Es = 42 keV and in the latter case PNI or PRF were scanned . 

1. Experimental set-up 
Measurements were carried out with two neutral particle analysers. One 
"tangential" analyser (E • 0.1 - 55 keV) viewing opposite t o the NI beam 
direction with the same tangency radius RT at which the beam is injected 
(RT • 145 cm R0 • 165 cm) and with one "perpendicular" analyser (E • 0.5 -
200 keV) which can be scanned vertically. Perpendicular measurements detect 
only particles with V,/V = 0 . Near the edge, however, banana ions are seen 
at the orbit tips . The energy upshift can be better studied in the case Es • 
29 keV because of the uppe r energy limit of the tangential analyser . For the 
29 keV shots a diagnostic beam of hydrogen atoms was injected vertically in 
the poloidal plane of the perpendiular analyser and crossed the line of 
sight of the tangential one in the plasma centre. 

2. Results 
a) ICRH 
The following fea tures are observed with the tangential analyser when ICRH 
is applied: flux increase for E>Es, flux decrease for E<Es (Fig.!). Fast 
atoms are detected in the highest energy channel (47 keV for EB = 29 keV, SS 
keV for Es = 42 keV, Fig . 2) . This signal has a rise time and a decay time 
of 30 ms. The diagnostic beam has no effect on this signal. In the perpen
dicular direction the active fluxe~show a t ail of fast ions up to 60 keV 
(Fig.3) and passive flux decay time is 30 ms at 40 keV. Passive fluxes at 
the plasma edge (r=a• 40 cm) with Es = 42 keV increase with PRp/PNI (Fig . 4). 

b) LH 
In the tangential direction, fluxes increase for E > Es, fl uxes remain 
constant or increase (10- 20 X) forE< E8 (Fig. 1). Fast ions in the 47 
keV channel, (SS keV for Es • 42 keV) are detected (Fig. 2) . Thi s flux is 
twice as large for <N,> • 4 than for <N,> • 2. The decay seems to consist of 
a fast part (few ms) and a longer one (lOOms). For the Es = 42 keV case, 
only the fast decay i s clearly visible. As for ICRH the active flux is not 
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visible for E > Es· In the perpendicular direction fluxes increase and ions 
are found till 60 keV. The 40 keV fluxes are twice as large for <N.,> = 4 
than for <N.,> = 2 in the centr e and equal at r /a • 0.6. 

3 . Discuss ion 
Under our geometrical conditions (RT(NI) • RT (Analyser) • RT) and with NI 
alone, the tangential analyser r eceives only passing eo-particles ori ginat 
ing from the maximum of the ion dis tribution for each magnetic surface 
(Fig . 5). This is due to the relation, valid both for injection and detec
tion: RT/R • v., /v (R is the radius where the C.X. collision happens, V., the 
parallel veloci ty and v the t ot al velocity). Then, for each position R, the 
ion distribution is peaked at the injection angle defined by v.,/v = RT/R 
which is the condit i on which must be fulfilled to receive neutrals from the 
position R. If the waves add pe rpendicular ener gy to some of the ions, a 
part of the distribution function is shi fted to higher perpendicular veloc
ities and the parallel analyser does not rece ive any more fluxes from the 
maximum for each magnetic surface. If no compensations occur from other 
regions, the signal for E < Es should drop. On the other hand , ions with 
E > Es must be found. They can be detected af ter acceleration and collis i ons 
which place them onto the detection line of the analyser , both geometrically 
and in velocity space . Estimation of the main collision t i mes is given for 
~ ICRH and LH cases for 30 keV ions (ne = 5 • tol3 cm- 3, Te = 1. 5 keV and 
ne = 1. 5 • to l 3 cm-3 , Te = 1 . 5 keV correspondingly): 

ICRH 
LH 

slowing down on e 

25 IllS 

60 ms 

goo scattering 

50 ms 
115 ms 

1s to lOO ms 
1s to 100 ms 

These characteristic times as well as the confinement define the decay time 
of the signal after t he RF lurn off . 
For the perpendicular analyser a general f lux increase is expected. Tite 
experimental results show that both ICRH and LH waves add perpendi cular 
energy to ions which are clearly accel erated to high energies and neverthe
less remain confined as discussed in the following . 

a) ICRH 
Ions which fulfil the r elation fliCRF(R) - 2flCH • k., .v., can be accelerated in 
the perpendicular direction. It happens in the resonance layer (R = Ro ± 4cm) 
if they have v., = 0 . Some of t hem can be banana ions having their orbi t tips 
in the resonance layer /4 ,5/. Ions can be accelerated outside of the 
resonance layer i f they have enough v., to fulfil the relation given above . 
These are passing or banana particles with large v., / v • Taking into account 
the k., spectrum of t he wave, we cal c ul a t e that acceleration is possible till 
r = 12 cm for E., • 29 keV and till r = 18 cm f or E., = 42 keV . Therefore beam 
i ons {passing particles) can be directly accelerated only outside of the 
r esonance layer. Beam ions first scatter to larger v~/v., before they can be 
accelerated in the resonance layer . Experimentally it i s shown by the 
absence of active flux (v., • 0 . 85 v) in the tangential a nalyser: I CRH does 
not affec t passing ions in the centre but off- axis acceleration is found . 
On the other hand , observat ions made with the perpendicular analyser s how 
that accelerated i ons with large v~ /v., a r e present in the pl asma centre . 

b) LH 
The LH inter action is not well located but particles must have enough 
perpe ndicular energy E~ to f ulfil the relation : N~ = 700 (A/E~)l/2 
( [E~) = keV, A • atomic number) 
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The perpendicular index N~ of the wave is calculated by ray tracing / 6/ and 
the next tables compar e the l owes t N~ values necessary for the int eract ion 
and t he highest N~ values given by the ray tracing method for different N11 

values: 

code 
2 

30-75 
4 

75-125 
resonance 
condition 

E~ 29 keV 
N~ 130 

42 keV 
108 

It appears that t he N~ val ues given by the code are too small to allow for 
interac tion with beam ions particularly for the <N .. > = 2 spectrum. This 
general problem fo r the LH experiments will not be discussed here. As for 
ICRH the absence of act i ve fluxes in the tangent ial direction shows that the 
interacting and accelerated ions in the centre have too large E~/E to be 
detected. Thi s is confirmed by the perpendicular measurements which show an 
active flux i nc r ease in the centre due to LH. 
Off axis acceleration happens and is enfavoured by the geometrical effect 
which provides t he out er sur faces with beam ions having more E~ than in the 
centre. The cont ribution of the non-central part to the fluxes could be 
large due to the high value of t he neut r al de nsity and explain the flux in
crease for E < E8 • The life time of the ions generated off-axis is short er 
due to higher losses (charge exchange, confinement) and could account for 
t he fas t part of the decay t i me. The non central effects are more favourable 
in the Es =42keV case which provides the plasma edge with faster ions. More
over i nteraction is expected further outside at higher density values. Shots 
made at 3 x 1013 cm-3 show flux inc rease of a factor 2 in the parallel di
rection for E < Es and very fast rise time and decay time . The perpendicular 
observations show l arge off- axis f l uxes, simil ar to observed without NI /7/. 

Conclusion 
I t a ppears from this analysis that for both the ICRH and the LH waves giv~ 
perpendicular energy to beam i ons : 
- in t he centre, to beam ions which have made 90° pitch-angle scat tering 
- off- axis, to i ons which come almost directly from t he beam. This contri-

bution to the fluxes seems to be larger f or the LH case . 
For ICRH in particular, these two populations ar e separated both geometri
cally and in ve l ocity space and cannot mix strongly according t o t he colli
sion times. The second population might improve somewhat t he I CRH heating 
efficiency for NI preheated plasmas compared to that obtained in ohmic 
plasmas, nevertheless both for ICRH and LH the contribution of the 
accelerated ions to a is small / 1,3/ . 
The c l ear pa tterns shown in Fig . 4 as a function of PRF/PNI (RF powe r per 
injected particl e) indicate probably that the interac t ion occurs mainly with 
beam ions . They show the global i ncrease of the perpendicul ar energy of the 
ion distribution. For ICRH t he contri bution of the fast ions to the impurity 
product ion is very probable as discussed in /8/. 
Thi s work has been made in t he frame of a colla boration between IPP- Garching 
and CEA-DRFC-SIG (Grenoble ) , and project boards in both laboratories are 
gratefully acknowledged a s well as t he assi s tance of the t echnical s taff. 
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~ H0 normalised fluxes for the tan
gential analyser versus PRF/PNI (E5 =42keV). 

Fig . 2 : H0 ener gy spectra for t he 
tangential anal yser (E5 = 29keV) . 
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~ Local H0 energy spectra fo r 
the perpendicular analyser (Es • 29keV). 
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~ Calculated i on distribution 
function with NI a l one in the vel
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two v
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